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From
the
Editor

Up Coming Events; 2007
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Carol Bonczek
Hemlock Fiber Festival

Carol attached legs
to her barstool to
make it more stable

Fred Hauck
sock machine display
Hemlock fiber Festival
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Sherry Wheatley setup her popular silk worm
display at the Hemlock Fiber Festival.
One can see from these pictures, Sherry has
devoted plenty of time and talent to put this
fine educational arrangement into such an informative display.
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The October meeting was at this historic one-room
school house. It turned out to be a perfect facility for our
knitting day. The room was well lighted and warm, with
kitchen and bathroom in a small addition to the original
structure. The pictures show better than words how attractive the room was appointed.
Nine adults and two children attended the meeting. There
is plenty of room for our entire club here

Below Left to right: Kris Williamson, Sue Williamson, Carol Bonczek, Vicki Montagu, Lynn
Sanger, Diane Seely, Lea Hauck, Lisa Harvey
Front: Elise Williamson and Bella Towne
Behind camera: Fred Hauck
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More photos of the grand meeting we had at the District # 1 Schoolhouse, October, 2007.
The only fixed furniture in the room is the piano,
leaving most of the space open for tables and chairs.
One can see in the pictures, there is ample room for a
large group of knitters. The building is warm, comfortable and well lighted, making it inviting for a variety of social activities.

Fred's setup with three machines
on a homemade table.

Kris relaxed with a hand knitting project,
While Sue spins

Vicki brought her Auto Knitter purchased from David
Waldner of Manitoba, Canada.

Carol gave instruction to a guest, Lynn Sanger
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The Genesee Valley Sock Machine Club, (GVSMC) was founded in January 2006.
The purposes of this club shall be:
SECTION 1 To provide an organization for owners and operators of antique knitting machines or sock machines.
SECTION 2 To encourage the preservation, restoration, and use of antique knitting machines.
SECTION 3 To aid in the education of members and the public about the history of antique knitting machines through shared teaching experiences and demonstrations at various
fiber arts shows and festivals or at regular meetings planned by the members.
SECTION 4 The club shall be non-commercial, non-sectarian, and non-partisan.
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